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● We will respect each other’s time by beginning and ending on time, 
coming prepared and using technology respectfully.

● We will practice equity of voice and mutual accountability of the work.

● We will set our purpose, using an agenda to stay on task.

● We will seek clarity, respect our conversations, and maintain 
confidentiality in a transparent, judgement-free zone.

Our Learning Environment  



Outcomes
● understand how to create a community of schools all with a singular focus 

while relating to the context of their own situation;

● examine how to build collective responsibility within all levels of their 
organization using embedded professional learning;

● understand how each level of the organization’s leadership can work 
together to create a community of learners and;

● identify how they can begin to eliminate the distractions in their organization, 
working toward a singular focus.



Community Circle  



Community Building Circle
-Getting to Know Each Other

In three words or less...

Describe the ideal learning 
environment. 



Community Building Circle
-Getting to Know Each Other

In one sentence or less...

State what you are working on 
in your school, district, or place 
of influence. 



Community Building Circle
-Getting to Know Each Other

On a scale of 1-5 (1-Not at all and 
5-Absolutely!) 

Rate the ability of your 
stakeholders to be able to identify 
what you are working on. 



• The place to which someone is going or where they want to end their 
journey. A place where people want to be because it is very good or 
distinctive. 

A place where every parent wants their child 
to be, a place where every teacher wants to 
be, a place every student wants to be.

Goal: Destination School District 
Today’s Choice for Tomorrow’s Future



19th Largest district in the state of Florida with about 42,000 students 
and 5,000 staff members.  We have 42 district learning sites.

School Grades

A- 8, B-21, C-16, D-2, F-0

Goal: Destination School District 
Today’s Choice for Tomorrow’s Future



As you read, ask yourself these 
questions and annotate

!  What surprised you?  

?  What did the author think you 
already knew?

    What changed, challenged or 
confirmed what you already knew?

“A Simple Formula for Effective Leadership”



Random Acts of Improvement

Good people working 

on good work.

70 items on a 
list of initiatives.

Schools and 
departments 
working on their 
own “thing.”

Busy classrooms  
with engaged 
students and 
limited  text.



Research   



         Research 

Excerpt Pg. 15

“Even if we differ on best practices, it is critical that we make 
decisions on the basis of good evidence rather than popular appeal.” 



         Research 

Science 

Social Studies 

Mathematics 

READING OR ELA! 



         Research 
My Commitments: 

We will collaborate 

We will monitor what is working 

We will provide training on what is expected 

We will communicate the WHY

We will keep student learning at the center 



         Research 



LAKE COUNTY SCHOOLS 

FSA ELA FSA MATH SCIENCE SOCIAL STUDIES
GRADUATION 

RATE
ACCELERATION

Achievement Achievement Achievement Achievement 4-Year Overall High School

2018

54%
2017

52%
2018

58%
2017

55%
2018

57%
2017

53%
2018

72%
2017

71%
2018*

78%
2017**

78%
2018

53%
2017**

46%

Learning Gains Learning Gains   GRADING SCALE

A      62% or higher
B      54% to 61% 
C      41% to 53%
D      32% to 40%
F       31% or less

 

Middle School 

2018

52%
2017

51%
2018

54%
2017

53%
2018

65%
2017

65%

Lowest 25% Lowest 25%

       

2018

44%
2017

43%
2018

42%
2017

42%

*Lag Data from 2016-17 
**Lag Data from 2015-16

PERCENT OF TOTAL 
POINTS  

2018

57%
2018

B 
2017

55%

2017

B

Research 



What research are you currently 
using to inform your “work”? 

What evidence in schools supports 
“the work” is moving forward? 

What evidence supports work that 
is still needed? 

Research 



Reduction   



Reduction 



Reduction 





● Guaranteed and viable curriculum that is 
actually taught

● Conscientious effort, throughout the lesson, 
to ensure that all students are learning each 
segment of the lesson

● Purposeful, and usually argumentative, 
reading, writing, thinking, and talking

What We Teach

How We Teach

Authentic Literacy

“The three elements we should approach with ‘simplicity and diligence,’ until they are 
satisfactorily understood and implemented in every subject area.” 





Leadership
Expectations 

1. Provide time for intervention/acceleration. 
2. Meet the agreed upon goal for Learning Walks and provide feedback to 

teachers
3. Conduct quarterly data chats with teachers 
4. Provide opportunities for student to read/write/think/talk in every class, 

every day
5. Actively participate in Collaborative Planning Time 
6. Lead Learning in the school 



What are your district’s First 
Things?

What second or third things can 
be reduced?

Excerpt pg. 17

“Leaders must focus on their highest priorities before they 
attend to anything else. Time devoted to “second” or 
“third” things is time subtracted from first things, which are 
always starved for time to begin with.” 



Clarification  



         Clarification 
QI + T = L

Quality Instruction + Time = Learning

QI (V) + T (V) = L (C)
Quality Instruction that is varied for the needs of the learner + Varied 

amount of Time to support the learner’s need = Constant Learning

QI (C) + T (C) = L (V)
Quality Instruction that is constant without variation for the learner’s needs 

+ A  constant amount of Time that does not support the learner’s need = 
Varied Learning



Establishing and Supporting a Common Vision for Quality 
Instruction and Providing Time

• Authentic literacy experiences that allow students to read, write, think 
and talk throughout the school day. 

• Established an expectation for instruction to include time for remediation 
and acceleration.



How do you know the difference between 
an authentic task and school task?

IF YOU CAN’T FIND 
IT IN THE REAL 

WORLD IT IS 
PROBABLY SCHOOL.

• Book Review? AUTHENTIC

• Book Report? SCHOOL

• Participating in book club? AUTHENTIC

• Writing a summary of everything read?
SCHOOL

• Blogging about your learning?
AUTHENTIC

• Completing a packet about what you 
learned? SCHOOL



         Clarification 

Excerpt pg. 19

“To be effective, schools 
must develop a clear 
common understanding of 
essential professional 
terms” (Dufour and 
Marzano, 2011). 



What processes do you 
have in place to clarify 
your priorities? 

What might you need to 
do to ensure clarity with 
those you serve? 



Repeated Practice 



Quality professional learning in Lake County Schools is an 
integral part of our district framework for teacher 
effectiveness and student success.  It is sustained, intensive, 
job-embedded, data-driven and classroom-focused.  This 
holistic approach provides district personnel with the 
knowledge and skills necessary to enable all students to 
succeed in a  well-rounded education, meet challenging 
academic standards, and become productive members of 
society. 

Repeated Practice 



Repeated Practice



Repeated Practice
Excerpt Pg. 23

“If we want to turn the 
corner on making 
effective practice the 
new norm, then we 
must make repeated, 
mastery-based practice 
the new norm first.”



Do your current professional 
learning practices incorporate 
elements of a good lesson?  

What, if any, changes would you 
need to make to establish 
professional learning 
opportunities that allow for 
repeated practice?



Monitoring 



Monitoring 

Excerpt Pg. 23

“Monitoring should involve a combination 
of classroom observation, brief meetings, 
and period reviews of data.”



Monitoring 



How are you monitoring?

What is one small step you can 
add to your current monitoring 
to make it a more positive and 
productive process?



Leading Forward… 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_uZ8AZfPTU


Post-Session Evaluation

Take our 3 minute survey!

Your feedback will be used to:
● Understand the impact of our session
● Improve our facilitation

bit.ly/2018SessionFeedback

Your responses power our                                   report

Session ID: 1435

NOTE: Session ID should be in all CAPS 
and is case-sensitive.

http://bit.ly/2018SessionFeedback


Thank you for your time today.


